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Executive Smarts
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Our Code of Professional 
Responsibility

Setting out the standards of ethical behaviour

Providing trust and confidence in teachers and the

Profession

Honouring teaching as a profession of high trust and

Integrity

UPHOLDING 
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Our Standards

Our Standards
Describes essential professional knowledge

Promotes high quality teaching and leadership practice

Sets the standards for a practicing certificate

Guides career long professional learning

Promotes the status of the teaching profession

Strengthens public confidence in the teaching profession
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Not Conscious

Not 
Competent

Don’t Know that you 
Don’t Know

‘BLISS’

Know that you Don’t 
Know

‘Healthy 
Anxiety’

Don’t Know that you 
Know

‘ALICE’ .......IN 
WONDERLAND

Know that you Know

CONSCIOUSLY 
COMPETENT

Competent

Conscious
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There has been a “paradigm shift”

World is too complex to be direct.

Think incremental modification.

Direct thinking based on assumption 
that we know what the future is going 

to be like.

The Future Is Oblique
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De Bono: Rock and Water Logic

We are seduced by the age of reason

Think more water than rock

Water logic moves away from straight line thinking
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Challenge

With rock logic, pieces sit passively waiting to be 
moved logically to produce predetermined end 

result.

This is how many organisations try to make their 
world, and the people in it, work.

With water logic, it’s flowing and fluid

“a serendipitous encounter, and 

unexpected moment of insight, or 

an unplanned culmination of 

events.”
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The world is an unpredictable 
place, and here’s the paradox

Do Doctors Get Worse As They Get Older? 
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We looked at nationally representative data on Medicare patients hospitalized between 2011 
and 2014 with a general medical condition and treated by a hospitalist physician, a general 
internist who specializes in the care of hospitalized patients.

Our final sample consisted of approximately 700,000 hospitalizations treated by 19,000 
hospitalists in 3,000 hospitals across the United States.

We found that patients treated by older physicians 
experienced statistically significantly higher 
mortality rates than patients cared for by 
younger physicians! 

Doing the Right Work …..

“The problem in schools … is not 
getting people to work hard; it’s 
getting people to do the right work.”

Robert Marzano 2007

Which zone do you operate in 
- OPIWA or OPIRA?
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But trying to solve complex problems with straight-line, 

planned logic  is problematic.

Isn’t Anything Simple?

No!
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Being curious Experimenting

LEARN

Keep up that curiosity

Experiment some more

Keep on learning
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Kaizen

Considering Our Mindset

When you look at life challenges where is it?
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HUNTED MINDSET
• Over thinking

• Hesitant

• Lots of Doubt

• Disconnect

• Wait

HUNTING MINDSET
• Instincts

• Decisive

• Precision Timing

• Connect

• Take
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Carol Dweck (2006)

Student’s Strategies

Flight

• Toilet Time

• Sharpening Pencils

• Give up

• Ask for answers

• Cheat

• Truant

Fight

• Argue

• Off  Task Behaviour –

Distract

• Blame others

• Anger

Teacher’s Strategies

Flight

• Contrive Lesson 

observations

• Comply with PD – not 

commit

• Shift problems onto 

others

Fight

• Blame other teachers

• Blame students

• Blame parents

• Blame their leaders

• Manipulate data
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Learning

Anxiety

Your 
Mindset

Threat –
Fearful

Opportunity –
Fearless

Fight
• Argue
• Debate
• Blame Others
• Externalises Blame

Flight
• Avoid
• Withdraw
• Sugar Coat – Mask
• Cheat – Rort data

Above all else I must be 
successful in my eyes 
and others – success 
defines my self  worth

I have a strong desire to 
improve - it might take 

enormous time & effort 
– it defines me

• Failure is evidence 
of  being stretched

• Failure is the first 
step to  improving

• I have to risk failure 
to grow

• When things don’t 
go well internalises
blame – looks 
inwards first at own 
contribution 

• We focus on the 
positive

• We prefer positive 
feedback – praise –
over honest feedback

• We see collegiality as 
being kind and 
caring

• We can become 
dishonest & 
unprofessional

• Can become serenity 
trap schools -
classrooms

• We focus on being 
honest

• We prefer honest 
feedback – without 
this I can’t grow

• Collegiality is about 
improving desired 
outcomes

• We are honest to self  
and others – we are 
professional

• High performing 
schools - classrooms

F
I
X
E
D 

G
R
O
W
T
H
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What is it to be Professional?

Misunderstanding Practice

Drink-driving Nurse Seeks Discharge

Anna Leask Police

A nurse caught drink-driving is hoping to get off the charge

so she can work overseas.

But a judge says the chances of her being granted a

discharge without conviction are slim.

Gina Louise Franks, 26, appeared in the North Shore

District Court on Wednesday facing a charge of driving with

excess breath alcohol.

She was stopped on Hurstmere Rd in Takapuna on June 5,

and recorded an alcohol level of 653 micrograms per litre of

breath. The legal limit for adults is 400 micrograms per litre.

Her lawyer told Judge Brian Callaghan that Franks wanted

to apply for a discharge without conviction believing a drink-

driving conviction would have a negative effect on her

nursing career.

“She discussed it [the application for the discharge] with

another duty lawyer who didn’t think she had very much

chance,” the lawyer explained.

“That’s probably right,” Judge Callaghan said.

He agreed to an adjournment until July 4 so the application

could be made.
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Misunderstanding Practice

James Parker

Rachel Whitwell

Misunderstanding Practice

Teaching Practice Professional Practice

✔

DREADFUL

Positive Behaviour 

Management

Curriculum Knowledge✔
Instructional Practices

Formative Assessment

✔

✔

James Parker
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Misunderstanding Practice

Professional 

Practice

Unprofessional 

Practice

Pedophilia 

Drink Driving 

Assault Drugs 

Abusing Children Swearing at students 

Modeling nude Rape 

LAW BREAKING

(Criminal Law)UNACCEPTABLE TURN A BLIND EYE TO 

Rude to parents 

Missing Deadlines

Not Journaling

Contrived appraisal lessons

Fraud Theft 

Resisting Change

Avoiding courageous 

conversations

Holding Grudges

Talking behind backs

Rude to colleagues 

Emotional blackmail 

Not reading emails

Poor punctuality

Not doing appraisal

Misunderstanding Practice

Professional 

Practice

Unprofessional 

Practice

Meeting Deadlines Exemplary errorless reports 

Random lesson observations for appraisal 

In-depth reflective journaling 

Committing to PD – not complying with PD  

Inviting regular critique of   practice 

Receptive to honest feedback / providing honest feedback

Controlling emotions 

Colleagues holding each other to account – not passing to leaders 

Full participation & contribution to meetings – no withdrawing

Challenging others’ assumptions 

Putting aside personal differences  

No grudges 

Holding multiple perspectives 

Courageous questioning 

Being curious about others’ practice – regularly observing others 

Finding excuses for not committing 
to these we open ourselves up to 

accusations of being unprofessional.
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Failing to distinguish …. 

Teaching Practice Professional Practice

✔Positive Behaviour 

Management

Curriculum Knowledge✔
Instructional Practices

Formative Assessment

✔

✔

“So long as my 

teaching practice 

stacks up I must be 

professional”

=

X

“Their teaching 

practice stacks up so 

let’s leave  the other 

issues.”

Successfully Distinguishing ….

Teaching Practice Professional Practice

✔Positive Behaviour 

Management

Curriculum Knowledge✔
Instructional Practices

Formative Assessment

✔

✔

Meet agreed standards

≠

Accept actions we take

contribute to reputation of the

profession

See the need for continual

development & growth

Test practices to see if they

belong and add to those

practices

Choose to work in accord with

high standards of the

profession even when we could

get away with less

✔
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Demonstrating Professional Practice within Appraisal

Professional 

Practice

Unprofessional 

Practice

Honest to self  & Others Uphold professional obligations to others 

Random lesson observations for appraisal are sought by teachers 

In-depth structured disciplined reflective journaling 

Inviting regular critique of   practice 

Receptive to honest feedback / providing honest feedback

Continuously improving practice through actionable inquiry.

Teachers leading honestly appraisal conversations – not appraisers

Knowing & daily enacting the 4 underlying principles of  the 

Teacher’s Code of  Ethics

Structured disciplined reflection on teaching practice 

Being curious about others’ practice – regularly observing others 

Finding excuses for not committing 
to these we open ourselves up to 

accusations of being unprofessional.

Teaching Practice

(a way of  teaching)

Professional Practice

(my way of  being)

✔Positive Behaviour 

Management

Curriculum Knowledge✔
Instructional Practices

Formative Assessment

✔

✔

Writing reports

Attending meetings

Teaching as Inquiry

Planning

Completing Health ‘n 

Safety Procedures

Professional 

Conversations
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The Challenge
Karin Lasthuizen thinks New Zealanders find 
the enforcement angle of ethical behaviour 
difficult.

Why?

“it’s about discipline, rewarding bad behaviour. 
New Zealanders might be too reticent when it 
comes to questioning colleagues if they see 
something that doesn’t sit well with them”

YOUR  THOUGHTS?

What is in your Code 
of Ethics?
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Integrity. 
Members should be straightforward, honest and sincere in their approach to 
their professional work.

Objectivity. 
Members should be impartial, intellectually honest and always willing to 
identify and declare any actual or potential conflicts of interest.

Professional Competence. 
Members have a duty to maintain a high standard of competence throughout 
their professional careers.

Technical Standards. 
Members should carry out their professional work in accordance with the 
technical and professional standards appropriate to that work.

Independence. 

Independence in the sense of being self reliant and not subordinate is 
essential to the practice of all professions. In all phases of work members 
should be independent in the general sense of the word

Confidentiality. 

Members should respect the confidentiality of information acquired in the 
course of their work and should not disclose such information to a third 
party without specific authority or unless there is a legal or professional 
duty to disclose.

Professional Behaviour. 

Members should conduct themselves in a manner consistent with the good 
reputation of the profession and refrain from any conduct which might 
bring discredit to the profession.
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Professional Communities

Professionalism will be shown in the way 
people carry out work.

Professionalism involves learning.

Professionals act with autonomy 

Communities of Practice

Relationships Matter

Modelling

Our Goals are Social
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Elements of Community of 
Practice

Community

Domain

Practice

The Practices we are building up are……… 

Are they always professional? 

What happens when unprofessional practices 

become the culture?  

(culture being ‘the way we do things around 

here’
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So what?

Think WHIP

Think CROOKED

Think WATER 

Think AGILE

Think PROFESSIONAL


